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The Open University

• Europe’s leading distance learning
organisation

• Mainly part-time students
I Study at home
I (Local) tutors

• ∼ 175 000 student headcount

• ∼ 65 000 student FTE

• ∼ 1000 academic staff

• ∼ 5000 part-time tutors

(Data: 2017/18)
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The Open University: Mission

Open to:
• people
• places
• methods
• ideas

• No formal entrance requirement
I 50% students have one A-level or less

• Students aged 18 (and less) – 80 (and more!)
I Median age of new undergraduates: 28 years

• 52% students study while working
• 19% active students (∼22000) have a declared disability

(Data: 2016/17)
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Why use STACK at the OU?

• Enable (remote) students to practise mathematics
with immediate feedback

I algebra
I higher-level skills

• Randomised questions, with corresponding solutions

• Multiple attempts

• Deadlines set a pace through the module
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In the beginning . . .

2006 I started at the OU: “Maths online” project
(Had previously seen STACK at a MSOR event)

Colleague also seen STACK at a conference and was keen.

2007–10 CETL project trialling own installation with students.
• “Campaigning” for OU adoption
• Subject specific v general developments
• Concerns over robustness and security
• OU involvement with redeveloping STACK

(Coincided with Tim Hunt’s redevelopment of Moodle quiz.)
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2010: Discovering mathematics (MU123)

• First OU maths module using eAssessment
• ∼3500 students
• STACK not available
• Multiple question copies generated offline

I Multiple-choice, numerical
• Quizzes popular with students

• Some issues: “Give your answer as a number without units”
I “£26”
I “14,000”
I “−1.25”
I “The answer is 4”
I “4.25 to two decimal places”

• Maintenance laborious (still want to migrate to STACK . . . )
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A new hope

2012 STACK available at the OU

2013 Trialled a few questions on MU123
... all seems well.

2014 (Feb) Launch of Essential Mathematics 1 (MST124)
• ∼3000 students
• One practice STACK quiz for each of 12 units
• Four summative STACK tests
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The students strike back
A few teething troubles!

• Students do not read instructions
I Even when given in several places!

• “A teacher would have known what I meant and given part marks”

• Answers given in terms of X, not x
I Added part marks for incorrect variables
I “Question 2 gave part marks, why doesn’t question 3?”

• xy not x ∗ y
I Automatically insert * assuming single letter variables

• Sin(x) not sin(x)
I Overcame with validation improvements
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The students strike back
A few (more) teething troubles!

• “My cat submitted the iCMA before I had finished”

• “In” not recognised as natural log
I ... because they typed In

• Loss of confidence in system after experiencing a problem
I Questioning why wrong answers are marked wrong

• Tutors requesting return to MU123-style

• But no system problems!
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The return of STACK

2014 (Oct)
Second presentation of MST124
Launch of Essential Mathematics 2
(MST125)

• Much “tidying” of questions

• Much happier students
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Student Quotes

I do value the practice quizzes because you do get practice, the
feedback explanations are very good and detailed

[I] have done two runs of the practice quiz which has made a big
difference for me and will become something I will be doing much
more as helps so much

I have been doing the practice quiz every morning now for 2
weeks ... I managed 100% on one of the quizzes and over 90%
now on all of them so my confidence level is going up!

The practice quizzes were excellent and I think
absolutely essential for consolidating your
understanding of the subject. I must have done each one 10
times before taking the relevant iCMA

[The practice quizzes] were useful because they highlighted
specifically which areas you weren’t comfortable with, so you
didn’t have to go back and revise the entire chapter. 11



STACK: OU usage
Mathematics

Undergraduate
(MU123) (from Oct 2016) ∼3 500 students/year
MST124 (from Feb 2014) ∼3 000 students/year
MST125 (from Oct 2014) ∼1 400 students/year
MST224 (from Oct 2013) ∼430 students/year (partly STACK)
M303 (from Oct 2015) ∼150 students/year

Postgraduate
M823 (from Oct 2016?) ∼100 students/year
M820 (from Oct 2017) ∼130 students/year

Revise and Refresh
R&R for MST124 (from July 2016) ∼200 students/year
R&R for MST224 (from July 2017) ∼200 students/year
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STACK: OU usage
Engineering

T193 (from Apr 2017) ∼1000 students/year
T194 (from Oct 2017) ∼400 students/year
T271 (from Oct 2018) ∼700 students/year
T272 (from Apr 2019) ∼420 students/year
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STACK: OU usage
Computing

TMXY311 (from Oct 2019) ∼50 students/year
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OU Question type usage
Questions answered: 1 Jan 2015 - 1 March 2016
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• ∼6% of database questions are STACK
• ∼15% of questions answered are STACK
• ∼1 000 000 STACK questions answered per year
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Future uses

• More modules, as they are revised

• “Early start” resources

• Pre-entry diagnostic quizzes
I with results available to educational advisors

• Students in Secure Environments
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Difficulties and barriers

• Time for development
I How long to write a question?

I As long as a piece of string?
I 10 mins – 1 day per question?

• Time for maintenance, specically after first use

• Engaged staff
I especially for maintenance

• Question version control

• Stragetic time-poor students
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Final words

I like the practice quizzes, you can do lots of them until
(hopefully) the lights come on.

These quizzes made a big difference to me coming to grips
with the material. They were extremely useful! Thank you!

When I’ve finished a Unit I do the Practice Quiz over and
over again until I get a really high score.
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